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You are a Faggot. Stop Being a Faggot.
May 23, 2017 | 97 upvotes | by RPAlternate42

I had to end two statements with this line tonight, and decided a post need to be made.
Ask TRP is a place for questions... but it is supposed to be a place for questions about Red Pill theory
apropos of OP's life.
Instead I read a steady stream of Grade-A faggotry. I don't say this because they are asking questions. I
say this because most of the questions are questions to which the OP already has the answer.
It is clear that OP has the answer because if he doesn't, the OP is a fucking idiot and no matter of
Question and Answer time will fix that. Mongoloidism, Autism, and mental retardation aren't something
you can fix in TRP.
If we assume OP isn't a retard or autistic, then I have to assume he's a faggot.
Faggot behavior includes:

wondering what a bunch of anonymous dicks online might think if you do something.
not reading even a cursory glance at any of the sidebar reading and then asking a day-one question
wherein the answer would be easily found by way of a cursory glance at the sidebar material
Asking the internet for advice on a specific aspect of your life and especially if it's a BIG and
specific part of your life.

Here is some of the drivel the community has been pumping out:

OP's plate stops having sex with me, what do I do?
OP wants to cut his pubic hair but needs to check with us first.
OP's "girlfriend" is a GW poster. The girl knows he knows, knows he doesn't like it after he pours
his feelings on her vagina, and she still does it. OP would like to feel better about living insider her
frame
OP wants to know if breaking up with his girlfriend is "rash" after she gaslights, yell's at him,
cheats on him, sexts with other men, and throws all the classic I'm cheating on you and I don't
really care about you red flags.
OP is "breaking up" with his plate fake girlfriend but really really really wants to text her. Maybe
he should just see other girls. But he won't.
OP thinks about other men's dicks too much
OP literally asks: "Should I be captain save-a-hoe."
OP is in an "LTR" with no sex. Girl uses dry-humping as validation. OP is confused why his "LTR"
is like this. What's up with that?
OP is a silly bitch

All of these are great faggot examples. There are more, but I don't want to post them anymore.

Tips for not posting like faggot

Write your post. Leave it, but don't submit. Come back 15 minutes later and re-read it like a 3rd
party person might (like me, for instance.) If you feel the urge, at all, to call the OP (that's you) a
"faggot" then you do not post the content.
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If you still think that OP (still you) isn't a faggot. Look for key RP words and see if there is an entry
for that word in the Glossary of RP terms. This should lead you more investigation.
If you haven't even read this then you are an auto-faggot.
If your question may, in anyway be associated with any description in here, then read that first, then
decide if your post is worth submitting.
If you do not believe that you should ask a question because you have been prone to faggotry in the
past, then don't post. Read first, then post.
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Comments

mallardcove • 14 points • 23 May, 2017 11:05 AM 

A lot of people who come here do not have any grasp or knowledge of TRP, they just think its another dating
advice sub like relationshits.

It pisses me off too. I agree most questions they know the answer to. They are just looking for confirmation bias

Metalgear222 • 1 point • 23 May, 2017 09:50 PM 

Exactly why I stopped commenting here as much. If it's not shit quality of posts, its OP's getting mad for
getting the answer they don't like, but know is right.

Cre4tiveUserN4me • 22 points • 23 May, 2017 10:09 AM 

1 write your post then come back and read it.

I've done this dozens of times.... each time I haven't posted. Re-read it and thought 'why the fuck are you even
asking it you already know the answer'

The one time I did just post it... I should of waited because 'why the fuck are you even asking this you know the
answer'

Basically a pussy whose frame had been rocked and that needed some validation that I was doing the right thing.

To try spark some discussion I was about to go on a bit of a tirade about leader/alpha and leaders only slap down
like the OP when truly needed. Other wise they are a wanna be alpha faggot. But this is the best I could without
directly attacking the OP.

Mildly_Sociopathic • 1 point • 23 May, 2017 04:07 PM 

What I do is a little different but in the same vein.

Write out the entirety of your post, then delete it. If it's important, you'll write it again, otherwise no.

TheSecondLesson • points • 23 May, 2017 12:37 PM [recovered]

This is Asktrp. ASK is right there in the fucking title. No question should ever be ridiculed. This place should be
viewed as a resource of help. A man already finds ridicule when he turns to those he loves for comfort. This
place should not be like that; rather it should be a place where all inquiry is welcomed and supported. Yes, you
may consider yourself superior and enlightened to many of the people here who are still obviously living the
blue pill lie. Like an English tutor giving lessons on Shakespeare, some of the questions may seem stupid to you.
Not everyone is able to drink from the chalice of truth so readily like you are. Be more compassionate, you
sound like a sour cunt. Everyone comes around their own way, my advice to you would be to shepherd them
along. You never gain the loyalty of the sheep by beating them with your staff every time they wander astray.
They need help, you're there to guide them. If the job is too frustrating for you, move along.

Brothers, this is the type of attitude we need to turn away from. That elitist 'I've got everything figured out and
you don't so you're a faggot" philosophy. Ask yourself this--who really are you helping by preaching from the
soap box? You're just stroking your own ego. Yes, sometimes people know the answers to questions before the
ask them. That doesn't mean they find value in the advice of others who have been through similar experiences.

LordThunderbolt • 4 points • 23 May, 2017 02:35 PM 
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Fuck all that noise. We're not here to hold people's hands. If they at least read some sidebar material before
posting, they would get their answers.

TheSecondLesson • points • 23 May, 2017 02:43 PM [recovered]

Have you ever stopped to consider that some people don't want to read through 50'000 words of TRP
sidebar information for the answer to a question that can literally take a minute to respond to? Some guys
have work and families and don't have the time to internalize 15 different books and posts.

LordThunderbolt • 6 points • 23 May, 2017 02:49 PM 

That's their fucking problem. We had to read through it. No easy quick fix bullshit with no
investment in their part. We're not their beta advisors. If they can't bother read 1 post while they take
a dump or before bed that's their fucking problem. We expect u to know the material. So every time
they get a little problem they come here for a quick fix and leave? Fuck that shit cuck. Read the
vfucking material and TRP answers will always be in your head.

GoldOfStone • points • 23 May, 2017 07:21 PM [recovered]

Can you provide examples of what constitutes a valid asktrp question?

If everyone just reads the sidebar, then what's the point of needing to turn to someone for advice?

LordThunderbolt • 2 points • 24 May, 2017 02:18 AM 

Any basic question like "My girl is texting other guys what should I do?" or "There's this girl
at my job, single mom with 3 kids, definitely crazy, we fucked twice and she says she's
pregnant. What do?" can be answered by reading the material.

The problem is that these guys come here, put zero effort into the sub or the material and
expect us to answer ALL their bullshit questions.

legitshitonly • 1 point • 23 May, 2017 11:01 PM 

Real world shit that happens to you and has you confused. Or if you see multiple options of
how to proceed and would like some collective wisdom on which way to go.

Interactions. A new guy to game has a limited database. Others here have much more
experience and can help you read into your interactions with women.

Just not endless theory question after theory question when it's obvious you haven't left the
house in weeks. If you have a pure theory question, you better have read the sidebar and it
better be coherent and profound

ioncehadsexinapool • 3 points • 23 May, 2017 07:17 PM 

Yeah. I'd argue the nature of OP's post would be a fine addition to his "faggot behavior" list

[deleted] • 2 points • 23 May, 2017 05:57 PM 

Ridicule is the medicine men prescribe for many situations. Hang out with military men, law enforcement,
blue collars trades, etc. They constantly test each other's frame. Mealy-mouthed, pillow-biting, hand-holding
horseshit is not how you teach these boys how to be men. Only women believe there is no such thing as a
stupid question.

No_senses • 4 points • 23 May, 2017 12:55 PM 

While it's great that people find help here, there's also an issue with your philosophy. The last thing some
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people here need is to be coddled. They become dependent. All you end up with is a situation where posters
can't take a step outside of the house without asktrp's approval. Trp is trying to help beta, blue pill boys
become sexually attractive men. At some point these guys have to figure things out on their own.

Also, OP has a point. Some of the questions are ridiculous. "What's some good Red Pill music to listen to?"
Seriously?

TheSecondLesson • points • 23 May, 2017 01:06 PM [recovered]

It's a fair point, but, in my mind, there is a measurable difference between coddling and helping along. I
think it's fair to assume that most of the people who come here are Blue-pilled but RP aware (IF they
were Rp'd why would they need to come here in the first place.). Inquiry should never by shunned,
always encouraged. Coming here and asking questions means their mind's are receptive to new ideas.
Also, consider what teacher you've ever had that has called you a faggot and then you listened to what he
had to say? The best teachers will build you up to chop you down, not chop you down out the gate. Just
my opinion and some things to consider. I will concede that there are some pretty retarded questions
around here from time-to-time.

[deleted] • 1 point • 23 May, 2017 01:33 PM 

The topic of broaching or introducing TRP to a friend has been refuted ad nauseum. You find it on
your own or you don't. If you find it, there is a reason and the first thing you should do it read the
sidebar. And my teacher would call me a faggot if I asked the equivalent of the stuff pointed out
because he would know I didn't read the course material of the lecture. There is no good answer to
coddling except Read The Sidebar. If they are too lazy a fuck to learn even day-one basics, they are
not worth the time. The ECs here are better served helping people with actual problems.

jay_jay_man • 1 point • 23 May, 2017 04:31 PM 

I agree, we all started somewhere.

[deleted] • 0 points • 23 May, 2017 01:21 PM 

2nd post is also all the rules for this sub and why you are full of shit. TRP is not a hug box. The sidebar is the
resource.

There is a difference between a TRP virgin who is on the fence that asks "TRP is a bunch of misogynist
neckbeards, CMV" and a TRP newb who "swallowed the pill" last week, claims to be an "expert" without
actually reading the sidebar and ends up asking all the BS OP is venting about.

And you will be taken as full of shit because you are speaking with authority without EC status, but nice shot
at concern trolling. Be more compassionate? I thought we were trying to build men here, not pussies.

The hostility/contempt is for the lazy fucks who are too lazy to read the sidebar and filling this sub with
"day-one question" noise. This shit is on the sidebar, they are not adding value by asking such basic
questions.

So many people found TRP because of a soul crushing event like betrayal or divorce. These people always
read the whole sidebar on their own. People on the fence that want to sprinkle a little alpha seem to be lazy
morons who want someone else to do the work for them (do they even lift?).

The point is the those who genuinely want to do TRP will read the sidebar on their own. The questions from
morons who don't aren't worth the time. That's why, if you read the sidebar and waited 15 minutes, you
would know if your own post is faggotry, because someone who didn't wouldn't.
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TheSecondLesson • 1 point • 23 May, 2017 02:34 PM 

If you want people to listen to you, you have to be willing to listen to them.

[deleted] • 1 point • 23 May, 2017 02:52 PM 

And they can go to TRP/PPD/The_Donald to debate shit if they want, this is not a sub to debate
people.

This sub is to help people TRP the right way. TRP has said over and over, this sub is not a
democracy. If you have a problem with that, gtfo and make your own sub. I for one will not stand and
watch TRP drown in noise like previous male spaces, the ECs are too busy living kickass lives to
waste their time on that shit

faggotbrains • 3 points • 23 May, 2017 01:21 PM 

Is Faggotry back in style?

wheresMYsteakAt • 3 points • 23 May, 2017 05:30 PM 

If you throw the shit posts away you throw out the gold that is usually found in the comments. There really isn't
anything that you could ask that would not already be answered unless it's something relating to a New
concept/news/etc. We could only allow FRs and sidebar every question asked but the dialog is often better then
how it began.

RPStone • 2 points • 23 May, 2017 07:57 PM 

If you throw the shit posts away you throw out the gold that is usually found in the comments.

This. I can't tell you how many times I've saved shit posts and came back later to find some gold in the
comments.

SmoothBeliever • 7 points • 23 May, 2017 07:23 AM* 

He went to cinema

Forcetobereckonedwit • 2 points • 23 May, 2017 04:29 PM 

Thank you.

[deleted] • 4 points • 23 May, 2017 01:14 PM 

I am loving how heterosexual men are taking back the word faggot to point out dumb guy shit.

[deleted] • 3 points • 23 May, 2017 02:30 PM 

I do it all the time. Specially if there's a SJW around.

I'm evil, I know. But, boy. The rage in their eyes... PRICELESS.

I believe that being a man includes not having fear, and the way we communicate is related to how we think,
and we act how we think.

If you are afraid of talking, you're probably afraid of acting.

Cheers.

WhyIsYosarionNaked • 1 point • 23 May, 2017 04:01 PM 

It just means spineless bitch, not homosexual. If you like sucking dick suck dick. It's easier to fuck men then
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women after all, good for them.

[deleted] • 2 points • 23 May, 2017 07:14 AM 

Exactly.

Mistake 1: Not reading /r/theredpill Mistake 2: Posting in /asktrp/

If you read /r/theredpill , you would probably not be posting in /asktrp/.

Faggots.

SmoothBeliever • 6 points • 23 May, 2017 07:24 AM* 

He looked at them

mcr00sterdota • -1 points • 23 May, 2017 10:31 AM 

What if you post here to answer and not necessarily ask.

anonlymouse • 1 point • 23 May, 2017 11:14 AM 

Why are you asking for validation if you already know the answer?

TxnyMontana • 1 point • 23 May, 2017 11:36 PM 

It's ok bro, there are people out there (including myself) who need advice from some other bros. Most of us don't
have any RP friends IRL.

Being faggot is ok if they have the will to change it. Also, there is a lot of good field report in those post.

Don't be so harsh.

(Yes, im a faggot.)

yallapapi • 1 point • 23 May, 2017 09:37 AM 

This is good, but I think you should replace "faggot" with "little bitch"

___Jamie___ • 1 point • 23 May, 2017 09:41 AM 

yeah dude some peeps just like dick and they use the same word :-D

prodigy2throw • 0 points • 23 May, 2017 04:20 PM 

My god those posts are ridiculous. It's like people aren't even bothering to read anything.

SoulRebel99 • -1 points • 23 May, 2017 03:16 PM 

Dude some guys on here are hardcases, while I think posts like these can be a splash of cold water, it does
nothing to promote fraternity, or a good reputation of the Red Pill.
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